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Gain Visibility and 
Manage Data Access in 
Google Workspace

Google Workspace is a productivity suite that enables teams of all sizes to connect, create, collaborate, and be more productive. 

From Gmail to Google Drive, Workspace provides the foundational tools to do business. As your organization scales, it’s extremely 

challenging to keep track of what’s been shared and with whom, whether it’s public or private information shared inside or outside 

the organization.

There can also be gaps in enforcement, as Google Workspace administrators find it challenging to manage user permissions and take 

action in a timely manner. Data shared by departing employees may remain available, creating the risk of data exfiltration. Google 

Workspace Administors are unable to secure 3rd party apps, and the downstream effect of file sharing to potentially unapproved 

vendors creates the risk of data leakage.

Effectively managing Google Workspace requires staying up-to-date on the latest releases and functionality, as well as 

ensuring that the proper security measures and processes are in place. AppOmni’s industry-leading SaaS security experts 

have deep knowledge of and expertise in managing and protecting Google Workspace.

AppOmni mitigates Google Workspace security risks by providing Security, 

Compliance, and IT teams with the proper tooling to effectively manage security 

across all Google Workspace environments.



To learn more, email us at info@appomni.com or visit appomni.com.
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Solution Benefits

Identify Incorrect User Assignments and MFA Configurations
AppOmni delivers unparalleled visibility in minutes. Review Google Workspace 
system settings, configuration settings, and system permissions in one place 
to ensure accurate MFA configurations, avoid system settings drift, and make 
changes with confidence.

Manage 3rd Party Application Access
AppOmni research shows that the average business has 42 connected 3rd party 
apps. Third party applications may use outdated OAuth authentication that make 
credential-focused attacks easier. Get full visibility into these apps and understand 
what data they have access to.

Leverage Out-Of-The-Box Security Best Practices 
The powerful AppOmni modeling engine allows you to write permissions and 
access rules without having to understand or review each Organizational Unit or 
Permission Set. AppOmni helps make sure your Google Workspace configurations 
never deviate from your business intent.

Get A Comprehensive View of Your Google Workspace Environment
AppOmni delivers expert-built default policies and metrics. You can compare 
how permissions have changed over time for specific users or roles, and prove 
compliance with regulatory standards, including SOX, SOC 2, ISO 27001, and NIST.

Google Admin Console

Gmail

Google Drive

AppOmni for Google 
Workspace can be tested and 
acquired directly from Google 
Cloud Marketplace. 

Supported Google Workspace 
Products & Services

Available in the Google 
Cloud Marketplace
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